
NEWS AND VIEWS...............................................
...

The jigsaw puzzles on offer last month went very quickly – 
appropriately the first request for one was 
from the current owner of the D Type 
portrayed, D0298 – George Bunyan!

MG Live at Silverstone on June 
15th and 16th is the next big 
meeting and as usual I shall be 
in front of the Triple M Register 
desk in the main Club marquee, 
at 12 o’clock midday Saturday, 
for 20 minutes or so for collections/
deliveries or just to say hello! Hopefully our 
major turnout for D Types themselves will be at PreWar 
Prescott on July 20th. Details were in the last Dispatch but see 
also www.prewarprescott.com ; if anyone needs help or advice on 
accommodation, trailer parking etc. etc. please give me a call.

If anyone went to VSCC Silverstone back in April no doubt they noticed 
the D Type entered! This was Ken Sheffield’s D0312 (see Dispatches 5 and 
29). Not as successful as in earlier meetings but he is still running on an 
original crank! He has a new engine nearly finished for future races so 
watch this space! Ken tells me that special body on the car weighs just 
56lbs! Earlier this year Bill and I went to see Ken and saw the car, new 
engine almost finished, and the silverware from much earlier escapades 
in D0312!

ThAT fuEl TAp/ brAkE ADjuST brASS plAquE..
The plaque pictured and mentioned in the last Dispatch (38) has 

prompted some questions as to where it was fitted on the car. I’ve always 
assumed it was fitted on the ‘trap door’ itself in the floor board on the 
driver’s side.  I would be very interested if anyone has evidence to the 
contrary? No original documentary evidence is around and no picture of 
the trap door is shown in the D manual – unlike the F1 manual which does 
show one; but as this is for access for the gearbox oil filer plug as well it is 
unlikely to be the same size or in exactly the same place as for the D. Mine 
is purely guess work and is pictured here with the wrong plaque (I’ve not 
changed to the correct one yet!)

But Mike Jakeman has sent me a 
picture of his ‘trap door’ in D0427 and 
this looks a much more period shape, and 
better size; the hinges to look identical to 
those used on the tool box so this may 
be close to original.
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Unfortunately the floor boards seemed the first item to rot away on 
the D but if anyone has any information on the ‘trap door’ as to original 
size or location I would appreciate it. 

NEWS oN cArS...................................................
Gerry Annetts’ D0489 (Dispatch 37) has now been trimmed and 

has a full tonneau . It will go back again shortly for a hood after Gerry 
gets the hood frame just right on the car. The trim has been completed 
to a high standard and worth showing a few pictures here.

Carpeting has been done in a matching green which really finishes the 
car off well. All MGs of course were fitted with black carpeting as standard 
but most of us, I think, have colour coordinated the flooring and much 
better the cars look for it!

D0427 has been on its travels again! Mike Jakeman took his D on the 
Scarborough to Morecombe Coast to Coast Reliability Run in May. The 
run itself was some 155 miles in excellent hood down weather with some 
steep hills to test the brakes. There were about 30 plus old cars quite a 
few of which were MGs with the D probably the oldest amongst them. 
They arrived at the finish in Morecombe around 6 o’clock after travelling 
through some lovely countryside.



We have a pair of rear side screen frames here for sale at cost £100. 
These were made to my spec and were designed to match the front 
originals. Originally the hood had ‘side curtains’ attached instead of side 
screens at the back but I have found the screens work better and are easier 
to ‘install’. They are of round bar so more suitable for the earlier cars as 
later cars, we think, had flat metal frames. Pictures and sketches of the side 
screen frames, front and rear, available from me.

Peter Giblin has a D/F1/J1 Salonette petrol tank for sale; no doubt could 
be altered to suit the tourer? Contact Peter on peter.giblin@cwj.co.uk  

Another tank, this time for the 
standard tourer, repaired and just needs 
filler neck refitting. Pictured here:

Contact Mike Jakeman at mike.
jakeman@westgatehousebandb.co.uk  for 
further details.

Mike had a good 150 miles from home to get to the start; and a bit 
further home from the finish; in total the car covered some 500 miles in 
4 days and behaved well! The pictures show Mike in the D at the start in 
Scarborough, typical scenery en route, and the finish at Morecombe. 

 
bITS AND pIEcES.…...............……....……………......

Quite a few bits on offer this edition!
Chris Blood now has the long awaited brand new Adamant steering 

box drop arms as pictured here. They are made from cast-ductile iron with 
spec of 420/12 – Spheroidal Graphite.

They are priced at £109. Chris 
also has new ‘rear seat pans’ at 
£105. Both plus postage or he can bring to Silverstone. He also has one 
rear undertray/footwell left (see picture in last Dispatch) and some of 
the special brackets 
to hold the 
speedometer to the 
instrument panel. 
And stop press – he 
has some new hood 
frames!  Chris can 
be contacted at on 
cblood@thebloods.
fsnet.co.uk or on 
01623 490455.
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